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Looking for more career resources? Check out the Career Resources page of the DISCCRS website
(http://disccrs.org/career) for a great collection of resources for developing professional skills, locating funding
opportunities, crafting grant proposals, and more.

FUNDING
NSF Seeking Research Community Input on Next Strategic Plan - FYI: The AIP Bulletin of Science
Policy News - August 24, 2016 - https://www.aip.org/fyi/2016/nsf-seeking-research-community-inputnext-strategic-plan

NEWS
NASA: Sea ice settling into 'new normal' - United Press International - August 19, 2016 http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2016/08/19/NASA-Sea-ice-settling-into-newnormal/1421471629246/
How air pollution is causing the world’s ‘Third Pole’ to melt - Washington Post - August 24, 2016 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/08/24/how-air-pollution-iscausing-the-worlds-third-pole-to-melt/
Climate change has opened up a direct route from the Pacific to the Atlantic - The Week - August
22, 2016 - http://theweek.com/speedreads/644354/climate-change-opened-direct-route-from-pacificatlantic

FORUM
Changing opinions on climate change, from a CNN meteorologist (+video) - CNN - August 25, 2016
- http://www.cnn.com/2016/08/24/opinions/chad-myers-climate-change-weather/index.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_ca

JOBS
Looking for more job-hunting help? Please visit the News & Links page of the DISCCRS website
(http://disccrs.org/news) for a list of climate change-related job listservs, or our Career Resources page
(http://disccrs.org/career) for a great collection of resources for developing professional skills, locating funding
opportunities, crafting grant proposals, and more.

Research Physical Scientist - Earth Sciences Remote Sensing - Climate Science Branch - Science
Directorate - NASA Langley Research Center (USA) https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/447906100
Lecturer - Earth Science - School of Geographical and Earth Sciences - University of Glasgow (UK) http://disccrs.org/newsletter/2016_08_25_Lecturer_UGlasgow.pdf
Postdoc - Hydrology - Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering - University of
Massachusetts, Amherst (USA) - https://udrive.oit.umass.edu/yceyang/share/Umass-postdoc%20adWLE-IMMM.pdf
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